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QUESTION 1

What happens if a query with time-dependent attributes is executed but NO query key date is set? 

A. The current date is used as key date. 

B. The system displays only NON-time-dependent attributes. 

C. The valid from date of the attribute is used as key date. 

D. The system displays an error message. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

In which sequence can you create a reusable key figure structure? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. 1. Create a new structure in the context menu of a calculated key figure. 2. Save the structure as a global structure. 

B. 1. Apply filters to a key figure structure in SAP Analysis for Microsoft Office. 2. Save the structure as a global
structure. 

C. 1. Create a new structure in the context menu of an InfoProvider. 2. Add key figures, selections, and formulas. 

D. 1. Create a new structure with key figures, selections, and formulas in a que 2. Save the structure as a global
structure. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following are strengths of SAP S/4HANA embedded analytics? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this
question. 

A. Operational data is accessed in real time. 

B. Redundant data is reduced. 

C. Cross-system consistency is generated. 

D. Historical data for strategic decisions is stored. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4

You load a DataStore object (advanced) every night. Where can you delete the request you loaded two nights ago
without deleting the last request? 
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A. From a DataStore object (advanced) based on the model template InfoCube if the request is NOT v u activated. 

B. From a DataStore object (advanced) based on the model template InfoCube if the request is activated. 

C. From a DataStore object (advanced) based on the model template Standard DataStore object if the request is
activated and you execute a full load. 

D. From a DataStore object (advanced) based on the model template Standard DataStore object if the request is
activated. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

You set up the 2LIS_02_ITM (Purchasing Line Item) data source in SAP ERP using the logistics cockpit. Afterward, you
successfully run the initialization into SAP BW/4HAN 

A. Your delta load into SAP BW/4HANA shows zero records even though new purchase orders were created. How do
you explain that the delta records do NOT appear in SAP BW/4HANA? 

B. A reinitialization for sales orders in SAP ERP was triggered using the logistics cockpit, which deleted the purchase
order item initialization. 

C. All old purchase orders in SAP ERP were archived overnight before the delta loads. 

D. Purchasing extractors in SAP ERP were set up with Queued Delta update mode and the collective run job was NOT
scheduled. 

E. Another SAP BW/4HANA system already picked up the new purchase orders using a delta load 

Correct Answer: C 
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